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Carl D. Malmgren
Towards a Definition of Science Fantasy
Withoutfaiththatnatureis subjectof law, therecan be no science.
NorbertWiener,TheHumanUse of HumanBeings
But I was leadingup to the subjectof 'naturallaw.' Is not the invariabilityof
naturallaw an unprovedassumption?Even on Earth?
RobertHeinlein,GloryRoad
The poet shouldpreferprobableimpossibilitiesto improbablepossibilities.
Aristotle,ThePoetics
To discover a point of intersection between fantasy and SF,1 we might do
well to begin first with fictional worlds in general and then turn to SF in
particular, in part because the latter is a narrative genre rather orderly and
susceptible of definition. A fictional universe necessarily consists of two
major components or systems, roughly equivalent to the lexicon and syntax
of a language-a world and a story. The former includes the total repertoire
of possible fictional entities-i.e., the characters, settings and objects (in
SF these would include gadgets, inventions, discoveries, and so forth) that
occupy the fictional domain. The story connects and combines the various
entities that make up the world; at an abstract level it consists of a systematic set of rules governing the arrangementand interaction of those entities.
Now the generic distinctiveness of SF lies not in its story but in its world.
The various plots of SF, once divested of their alien, otherworldly, or futuristic appurtenances, tend to coincide with the plots of realistic fiction.2 In
order to understandthe nature of SF and its cognitive possibilities, we must
examine the unique configuration of its worlds. When discussing a fictional
world, to avoid the implicit assumptions that the characters are human and
the settings terran, I shall use the terms actants and topoi; a world consists
of a number of actants who populate, occupy, or exist in certain implicit or
expressly particularizedtopoi.
The next step in our definition involves establishing a standard with
which to compare the object of inquiry. In this respect, Lubomir Dolezel
offers the following suggestion: "The study of possible narrative worlds
will be facilitated, if we can define a basic narrative world to which all others will be related as its alternatives. It seems natural to propose for this
role the narrative world which corresponds to our actual, empirical world"
(pp. 9-10). As regards SF, Darko Suvin specifies that the basic narrative
world corresponds to "the 'zero world' of empirically verifiable properties
around the author" (p. 11; emphasis added). It happens in SF that narrative
motifs or entities which, at the time of their inscription, represent a depar-
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ture from the author'sempiricalenvironmentbecome actualizedin a later
empirical environment(e.g., submarines,space flight, atomic energy).
Returningto our definition,then, we can say thatthe distinctivenessof SF
rests in its generic license to situateitself in worlds other than the basic
narrativeworld.3This license identifies SF as a narrativesubgenre of
Romance (recall that Wells referredto his early fictions as "scientific
romances").Any SF worldnecessarilycontainsa "representational
discontinuity"(Scholes:62), a factorof disjunctionfromthe basic narrativeworld
createdby an actantialor topologicaltransformation.
One of the advantages
that accruesto this type of narrativeontology has to do with the imaginative latitudegrantedthe author.The authorwho inscribesan SF world is
cut loose from some of the exigenciesof mimesis;he or she is free to speculate, to fabulate,to invent. But the conventionsof SF do not granttotal
license to the fictionist. Once the authorhas posited the representational
discontinuity(and there may be more than one such factor),the conventions of the genre dictate that the authorthereafteradhereto the laws of
natureand the laws inherentin the scientific method;SF does not violate
notionsof possibility,cause and effect, irreversibility,verifiability,and the
continuityof space and time. SF thus embedsits novum(Suvin:3), or factor of discontinuity,within a discourseinformedby the assumptionsof a
scientificepistemology;the actantsor topoi may be alien, but the discourse
insists that they are subjectto scientific explanation.Given these features,
SF can indeedbe said to possess a "deepstructurethatunitesin some way
scientific necessity and imaginativefreedom"(Huntington:161). In fact,
this counterpoisebetween creativelatitudeand scientific necessity in part
distinguishespureSF frompurefantasy.The worldsof the latterare under
no obligationto be faithfulto a scientific epistemology;in such worlds,
variousforms of magic can governthe relationsbetweenhumanand natural realms, and all sorts of fantasticor impossibleactantsmight flourish,
withoutany scientificmotivationor rationale.
If there is a critical consensus about the natureof fantasy, it is that
fantasyin some way violatesthe conventionalnormsof possibility.4As one
critic says, fantasywriters"takeas theirpoint of departurethe deliberate
violationof normsandfacts we regardas essentialto ourconventionalconception of 'reality,' in order to create an imaginarycounter-structure
or
counter-norm"
(Fredericks:37). It shouldbe stressedthatthis contravention
of possibilityis deliberateandconscious;fantasyis informedby an attitude
that "admitsfabulous and supernaturalbeings (other than God) have no
objectiveexistencewhile at the same time insistingthatarthas the rightto
invoke and describe such beings" (Petzold: 16). SF, on the other hand,
becauseit acceptsthe dictatesof scientificnecessity, attemptsto make its
worlds conformto the norms of scientific possibility.As MarkRose has
noted, "by invokingthe scientific ethos to assertthe possibilityof the fictional worldsit describes,science fiction differentiatesitself from fantasy"
(p. 20).
These two narrativeforms,SF andfantasy,do have a locus of intersection, whichwe will termsciencefantasy,an unstablehybridformcombining
featuresfrom each subgenre.5As arguedabove, an SF world introducesa
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factor(or factors)of discontinuityor estrangementinto its systemof actants
andtopoi, but once thatfactoris posited,the worlddoes not violate natural
laws or a scientific epistemology.A fantasy world, on the other hand, is
free to contraveneboth naturallaws andthe scientificepistemologyin creating and concatenatingits actantsand its topoi. A fantasyworld is distinguished by a "full 180-degreereversalof a groundrule" (Rabkin:91), a
contraventionof the conventionalnorms of possibility; the discourse of
fantasynever naturalizesits fantasyelementsand oftentimesparadoxically
affirmsboth theirexistence and their impossibility.The introductionof a
fantasyactant(like a ghost,witch,demon,sorcerer,ghoul,or dragon)signals
the fact thatin thatworldthe laws of physicalsciencehave been suspended.
A science-fantasyworld, then, would be one in which the actantsor topoi
presupposeat least one deliberateandobviouscontraventionof naturallaw
or empiricalfact, but which providesa scientific rationalefor the contravention and explicitly groundsits discoursein the scientific method and
scientificnecessity. Science fantasy,like SF, assumes"anorderlyuniverse
with regularanddiscerniblelaws"(Allen:7), but like fantasy,it containsat
least one violationof the laws that we derivefrom the currentstate of science. A science-fantasyworld has all of the predicatesthat we associate
with S-F worlds-logical consistency, predictability,regularity,accountability, comprehensibility.In such a world, an organizedor "scientific"
explanationcan be formulatedfor whateverhappens.The source,validity,
cogency,or plausibilityof thatexplanationis not at issue;indeed,frequently
the explanationdraws on questionableanalogies, imaginaryscience, farfetched gadgets,or counterfactualpostulates.Even so, the science fantasy
is rootedin a discoursewhichtakesfor grantedthe validityof the scientific
episteme and which thereforeprovides a quasi-scientificrationalefor its
reversalsof naturallaw. As a matterof fact, the scientificdiscourseof science fantasyservesto validatethe counterscientificelement,convincingus
of its plausibility.The "science"in science fantasyrepresents"an attempt
to legitimizesituationsthatdependon fantasticassertions"(Waggoner:19).
In orderto elaborateon the discourseof science fantasy,I wouldlike to
look in some detail at two science-fantasy"meta-texts,"texts which interrogate the boundariesof the genre; namely, Fritz Leiber's ConjureWife
(1953) and Stanislaw Lem's The Investigation (1959; English translation,

1974). Leiber'snovel is of interestto this essay just becauseit thematizes
the contradictioninherentbetween science and magic as ways of understandingand dealing with the humancondition;that is, it incorporatesthe
tension and conflict between the two into both its story and its discourse.
The hero, NormanSayler, is a sociology professorat a small, exclusive,
snobbishNew Englandcollege. His field of studyis ethnology,and he has
specializedin feminine psychology in relationto magic and the parallels
between primitivesuperstitionand modernneuroses. In other words, his
life's workhas been to documentthe extentto whichprimitivecustomsand
beliefs survive and to put them into an explanatoryscientific framework.
He firmlybelieves in "thesystematicuse of the scientificmethod"(4:35).
His orderedand orderly universe unravels one day when, snooping
throughhis wife's possessions, he discovers that she (Tansy) has herself
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been practicing conjure magic. When confronted, she admits that she has
been using spells and charms, but only to protect him and advance his
career. In one "session" that lasts an entire evening, Norman convinces his
wife that she must repudiate entirely these superstitious beliefs and practices, and together they bum all her charms and totems. Not surprisingly, in
the next few days Norman suffers a series of minor and major disasters and
reversals. A former student who feels that Norman was responsible for his
dismissal from school makes a pathetic attempt on Norman's life; a sexually
frustrated coed accuses him of having seduced her; a colleague discovers
an obscure manuscript which seems to have anticipated Norman's own
scholarship, thus implicating him in an act of plagiarism; the college offers
the departmentalchair to an inept colleague; even in his private life Norman
falls prey to a number of accidents and mishaps. Naturally he is tempted to
connect these setbacks with the destruction of his wife's protective charms,
but he rejects the possibility out of hand, because that way lies madness:
"Thoughts are dangerous, he told himself, and thoughts against all science,
all sanity, all civilized intelligence, are the most dangerous of all" (10:96).
His personal and professional fortunes continue to deteriorate, and he
begins to entertain the notion that all women are to some degree and with
varying aptitudes practicing witches:
Why not carryit a stepfurther?Maybeall womenwere the same.Guardians
of mankind'sancientcustomsand traditions,includingthe practiceof witchcraft. Fighting their husbands' battles from behind the scenes, by sorcery.
Keepingit a secret;andon thoseoccasionswhentheywerediscovered,convenientlyexplainingit as femininesusceptibilityto superstitiousfads.
Half the humanracestill activelypracticingsorcery.
Why not?(6:66)
He discovers, moreover, that three women in particular,wives of influential
colleagues, are conspiring to sabotage his career and destroy him and his
wife. But he categorically refuses to admit that he is dealing with real witchcraft, instead attributing the aberrantbehavior to the neuroses and hysteria
of suggestible women.
The conflict between the parties escalates, until Norman is thrown into
a situation where he is quite literally battling this diabolical trio for the possession of his wife's soul. His wife leaves him the instructions for a counterspell, but he is reluctant to carry them out-to do so is "to compromise
with magic" (12:120). Even at the crucial moments, as the clock moves on
towards midnight, he hesitates: "But to tackle it in dead seriousness, to
open your mind to superstition-that was to join hands with the forces
pushing the world back to the dark ages, to cancel the term 'science' out of
the equation" (14:132). At the last moment he goes ahead with the counterspell, arguing to himself that he must do everything to save his wife, in
order to keep faith with a loved one. As he struggles to put the spell together,
he comes to a startling realization:
Then,in one instantof diabolicparalyzinginsight,he knewthatthiswas sorcery. No mereputteringaboutwith ridiculousmedievalimplements,no effortless sleight of hand,but a straining,back-breakingstruggleto keep controlof
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forces summoned,of whichthe objectshe manipulated
wereonly the symbols....
He couldnot believeit. He did not believeit. Yet somehowhe had to believe
it. (14:134)
In the denouement that follows, Norman not only devotes himself to
the mastery of sorcery (eventually defeating his adversaries with their own
weapons); he even begins to put the discipline on a scientific footing. By
theorizing and rationalizing magic, he turns it into a kind of bastardized science, for which "the basic formulas and the master-formulas have never
been discovered" (16:158). Indeed, a mathematical analysis of the symbolic
logic of a number of spells gives him the master formula with which he
defeats his enemies. In other words, the scientific method produces the
equivalent of super-magic. All the while Norman tries to convince himself
that he is acting out an elaborate charade for his wife:
What strangenesspressing on the heels of strangenessit was, Norman
thoughtdreamily,not only to pretendto believe in black magic in orderto
overawe three superstitious,psychotic women who had a hold on his wife's
mental life, but even to invoke the modem science of symbolic logic in the
serviceof thatpretendedbelief. (18:173)
And yet in the next moment he admits to himself that these are "stuffy
rationalizations"(18:174), that his wife's soul has indeed been stolen.
In terms of our own discussion of science fantasy as a genre, we can
say that Conjure Wife plainly draws on actants and forces and motifs that
we associate with traditional fantasy; that, like the protagonist, the reader is
"wrench[ed]...away from rationality" (20:196) in a short period of time.
Leiber does turn the novel in the direction of science fantasy by naturalizing
magic in the final chapters, more specifically by converting it into a "soft"
science (like psychology, according to Tansy).6 The scientific paradigm is
modified so as to make room for magic. In this way Leiber draws attention
to the compulsive need of the scientific mentality to domesticate or master
the most anomalous phenomena.
The work thus foregrounds and interrogates the scientific episteme in
general. As will be seen, this kind of interrogation constitutes science fantasy's central theme. The scientific explanation of magic is based on analogy
and is not particularly convincing, but by dramatizing the tension between
magic and science and by inserting magic into a naturalizing discourse,
Leiber has created a science-fantasy novel.
It is instructive to pair Conjure Wife with another novel which explores
the tensions between scientific and unscientific explanations for supernatural phenomena, but which avoids any reference to occultism or magic:
Lem's The Investigation. Like Conjure Wife, The Investigation interrogates
the very terms of its narrative identity, exploring the limits of the scientific
method in the face of an inexplicable universe; its focal point is "what its
title announces it to be: not...the phenomena being investigated, but the
process of investigation itself' (Philmus: 196). Moreover, as George Guffey
points out, in the novel Lem takes on both 19th- and 20th-century scientific
paradigms, both Newtonian and quantum physics, both inductive/deductive
reasoning and statistical analysis.
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Whendeadbodiesbeginto disappearfromvariousmorguesin England,
apparentlyof their own volition-a series of resurrections,as it wereScotlandYard,in the personof the untriedLieutenantGregory,is called in
to investigate.He is assistedin the investigationby the brilliantbut eccentric statisticianDr Sciss. Althoughtheirapproachesare radicallydifferent,
both men share a faith in the inviolabilityof "facts"and in the ability of
reasonto explainthe apparentlyinexplicable.Gregoryis lookingfor a human
perpetratorof the body-snatchings;Sciss is lookingfor some mathematical
correlationbetweenthe disappearancesand the circumstancessurrounding
them,becausebetweenany two phenomena"thereis always a definitecorrelation,a valid basis for a discussionof causes andeffects"(1:22). Indeed,
Sciss discovers a mathematicalpattern,a regularity,to the incidents of
one involving factorsof time, space, and temperature:that
"resurrection,"
is, the productof the distanceand the time betweenconsecutiveincidents,
multipliedby the temperature
differential,is a constant.The implicationsof
Sciss's findings are summarizedas follows by Gregory's boss, Chief
InspectorSheppard:"[T]hepatternthatemergesfromour seriesof incidents
is impersonal.Impersonal,like a naturallaw of some kind....Themathematical perfectionof this seriessuggeststhatthereis no culprit"(2:43).Gregory
recoils instinctively from this reasoning, insisting that there must be a
humanagentbehindthe episodes.
But Gregoryadmitsthatthe case is peculiar,paradoxical.At face value
the disappearancesseem to be the workof a psychopath,a maniac,but this
hypothesisis contradictedby the planningand methodicalityof the alleged
perpetrator.
"Nothingvery good.Nothingverygood at all,"he complains."A
seriesof acts withouta single slipup,that'sprettybad....Infact it appallsme,
it's absolutelyinhuman"(2:39).And the mysteryof the case is compounded
by the fact that there seems to be absolutelyno motive. The criminalhas
simplygone out of his way "tomakeit look like the bodieshadcome backto
life"(2:44,47). In his desperateneedto have a humanculprit,perhapsa very
intelligentone, Gregoryabsurdlyfocusseshis suspicionsfirston his boss, the
ChiefInspector,andlateron Dr Sciss. In fact,he goes so far as to harassthe
latter,frequentlymakinga fool of himself. Tryingto explainhis unorthodox methodsto his chief, he says, "You'reright,sir....Iactedlike an idiot.
And I have no excuse at all, except that I absolutelyrefuse to believe in
miracles,andnothingis going to makeme, even if I go crazy"(5:120).
In the course of his investigation,Gregoryvery nearly does lose his
sanity,plungingdeeperand deeperinto a worldwhich loses definitionand
clarity, becoming more and more surreal.Everythingabout his life-his
colleagues, his landlords,the randompeople he encounters-begins to
seem mysterious, enigmatic, unfathomable.He inhabits a Kafkaesque
worldpeopledby freaks,dwarves,eccentrics,and the like; at one pointhe
confuses his mirrorimage with that of a suspicious stranger.He gets a
breakin the case whena morguestakeoutturnsup another"body-snatching,"
but the constableon patrolis knockedunconsciousin a car accident(he
was apparentlyrunningblindlyfrom the scene of the incident),and all the
evidenceon the scene seems to pointto a "natural"
resurrection.
As Gregory
tells his chief, "Thesituationis muchworse"(4:95).
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Dr Sciss meanwhile continues his statistical analysis of the incidents
and comes up with a solution of sorts. First he states his scientific credo:
Science progressesby discoveringthe connectionbetween one phenomenon
and other phenomena,and this is exactly what I succeededin doing....I was
assignedto determinethe cause of this seeminglyabnormalseriesof phenomena, and, its uniquenessnotwithstanding,to connectit with some otherseries
of phenomenathatwas alreadyfamiliar....(4:108)
For him the "operative causes" are indeed "forces of nature" (4:106). It
turns out that the region in which the disappearances have occurred happens also to have the lowest incidence of death from cancer over the last 20
years. The implication, as Gregory explains to his chief, is that a mutated
organism of some sort, perhaps a virus, is responsible for the "miracles":
The reasoninggoes this way: cancermanifestsitself in an organismas chaos;
the organismitself, representingorderas it is found in the life processesof a
living body, is the antithesisof chaos. Undercertainconditions,this chaos factor-that is, cancer,or more accurately,the cancer virus-is mutated,but it
remainsalive, vegetatingin whatevermediumis its host....Ultimatelyit undergoes such a completetransformation
that it develops entirelynew powers;it
changesfrom a factorthatcauses chaos to one thattries to createa new kind
of order,a...posthumousorder.In otherwords,for a specific periodof time it
fights against the chaos representedby death and the decompositionof the
body thatfollows death.To do this, the new factortries to restorethe life process in an organismwhose body is alreadydead.(5:122)
Sciss also offers an alternative explanation, as if in passing: that this ordermicrobe or virus might have been planted by extraterrestrialswho are curious
about the mechanics of the human organism but wisely do not wish to
interfere with living beings. In this account, the cancer correlation is complicated, but has to do with the fact that those who are relatively immune to
the cancer organism are proportionately susceptible to the alien organism.7
As might be expected, Gregory rejects both solutions out of hand,
because to accept them would be to repudiate everything he believes in. For
one thing, solution number one would call in question Christianity, and, by
extension, Western civilization in general. Suppose, Gregory says, there
was a similar drop in cancer mortality in the Near East about 2,000 years
ago, that "there was a series of alleged resurrections then also-you know,
Lazarus, and...the other one" (5:124). In addition, his profession and his
sanity rest ultimately on the firm belief that the world he inhabits, while not
always sane, nonetheless is orderly and therefore subject to systematic
explanation. As the novelist Black says to Gregory, "It's a matter of faith.
You believe in a perpetratorbecause you have to" (6:143).
When the constable who had witnessed the "resurrection"during the
morgue stakeout finally regains consciousness and in his final moments
testifies that there was no human culprit, that the corpse got up of its own
accord and stumbled drunkenly around, Gregory does approach the limits
of his sanity. He begins to suspect that "Chaos is the law of Nature" (to
quote Henry Adams), that the world is a kind of "soup with all kinds of
things floating around in it, and from time to time some of them get stuck
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togetherby chanceto make some kind of whole" (7:179). In such a world
absolutelyanythingis possible, and "blindchance,the eternalarrangement
of fortuitousevents"(7:180), governsall phenomena.
Chief Sheppardknows thatsuch speculationsare dangerousfor "investigators," and so he fabricates for Gregory an elaborate and patently
improbable"out,"involving a dementedlorry driver driven to irrational
acts, like coffin-robbing,while workingnight shifts in the pea soup of the
Englishfog. WhenGregoryasks if thatis reallyhow it happened,the chief
replies in the negative, but adds, "it can become the truth"(7:186). And
when Gregorywants to know why Sheppardhas concocted such a contrivedbut plausibleexplanation,the latter'sresponseis just as significant:
"Well, in the final analysis...well,because I work at ScotlandYard, also"
(7:187). With a deliberatefiction, he is able to give "a semblanceof order
to this disorder"and to insurethat the two of them are not "left crying in
the wilderness"(7:188).
It should be clear from the interpretativesummaryabove that Lem is
quite explicitly interrogatingthe bases upon which scientific explanations
of the worldrest. He is calling "intoquestionboth the mechanisticmodels
that science latterlysubscribesto and the teleologicalones thatman tends
to fall back on when confrontedwith the inadequacyof a purelymechanistic scheme of things"(Philmus:193; see also Guffey: 175). In so doing, he
finally demystifiesscience itself, exposing it as a kind of enablingfiction,
one which makes it possible for us to "do"things with the world while
blindingus to the strangenessof the suppenweltwe inhabit.But at the same
time Lem inscribesthis interrogationof science in a text whichrelies on the
conventionsandproceduresof the scientificmethodandwhichincorporates
a numberof quasi-scientificexplanationsinto its discourse.And because
the basic ground-situation-thepremisethatcorpsesmightresurrectthemselves-contravenes some basic naturallaws and scientific givens, The
Investigationcan finallybe describedas a science fantasy.
To returnto the taskof definition,then,we can say thatscience fantasy
inscribesa counternaturalworld within a naturalizingand scientific discourse.The formsthatthis counternaturalness
can take are several;in fact,
we can distinguisha numberof science-fantasytypes accordingto the nature
of the contraventionor violationthatthe authorassumesin the creationof
the fictionalworld.
Let us considerfirst a most problematiccase, that of the time-travel
story, since this case unfoldsfor us the fuzziness of science fantasy'scontours. A conservativeand conventionalestimationof the currentstate of
scientificknowledgerulesthatit is impossibleto travelthroughtime without
violatingseveralvery basic physicallaws. In "TheTheoryand Practiceof
Time Travel"(1975), LarryNiven spells out just what laws must be suspendedor ignored,includingconservationof matter,conservationof energy,
andlaws of motionin general.Since for him time travelis thus"impossible
on any level"("Afterword"
to TheFlightof theHorse,p. 211), Nivenrefuses
to write SF thatemploystime travelas an estrangementdevice. But Niven
admits that time travel would be admissiblein a fantasy fiction, and he
employs and foregroundsit in his collection of stories, The Flight of the
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Horse (1973). In these stories,a time travellernamedSvetz fromthe distant
futuretravelsinto the past to bringbackextinctspecies for a zoo. Whenhe
is told to bringbacka horse,he bringsbacka unicorn;whenhe triesto capturea wolf, he gets stuckwith a werewolf.In otherwordsSvetz travelsnot
into the past,butinto the never-was,the landof fantasy.Becausetime travel
"violatestoo many of the laws of physics and reason"("Theoryand Practice,"p. 366), Niven can use it only withina fantasyformat,wherehe says
thatit servespurposesof wish-fulfillment,enablinghim to stage,for example, a fight betweena humananda dragon.
Niven's theoryandpracticesuggestthatsince time travelis impossible,
time-travelstoriesmust be fantasy.Indeed,some writers(Le Guin and Aldiss, for example) have conscientiouslyruled it out of their serious SF. I
would argue,however,thatmost time-travelstoriesare not science fantasy,
and not simply becausetime travelis "probablyimpossiblebut difficultto
disprove"(Benford:83). A key text here is the most famous time-travel
story of them all, Wells's The Time Machine, a "pure"example of SF.
Niven arguesthatTheTimeMachineis SF becauseit uses only travelto the
far futureand thus avoids the paradoxesof time travel("Theoryand Practice,"p. 363), but more importantare the facts thatwithinthe "grapholect"
(Rabkin,Fantastic,pp. 20-21), or writingpracticeof Wells's time, such a
machinedidnot so clearlyviolatecontemporary
scientificpossibilityandthat
Wells providedfor his machinea (now unconvincing)scientificrationale.
Once Wells had firmly embeddeda time machinewithin an SF text,
thatgadgetenteredinto the accumulatingconventionsof the genrewhereit
could be appropriated
andutilizedby otherSF writers.Any SF novum(like
a time machine,FTLtravel,and ESP) can becomepartof the repertoireof
SF conventionsandthereforea device or tool for otherauthors.It shouldbe
noted that conventionalizednovumsare indeeddevices, that they serve as
meansto an end-namely, the introduction
of the dominantor foregrounded
novumin the fiction.8In other words, the conventionalizednovumhas in
fact lost its status as novumand now serves as a device subtendingthe
"real"novum(as when an FTLdriveis used to stage an alien encounter).In
addition,as Scortiapoints out (pp. 138-39), time travelcan be engineered
in a "pure"SF novel when its scientificrationaleaccordswith the realmof
possibility.In Timescape(1980), for example,GregoryBenfordbases time
travelof a sort on the tachyon,a hypotheticalfaster-than-light
particlenot
excludedby relativitytheory.And the protagonistsof PaulAnderson'sTau
Zero (1970) travelin time to the end of the universeand beyondby virtue
of the time-dilationeffect thatoccursat speeds close to the speed of light.
In short, despite the fact that time travel would seem to be the kind of
impossibilityassociatedwith fantasy,it can be a purelySF motif when it is
used as an enablingconventionor when it is inscribedin a naturalizingand
scientificdiscourse.
A science fantasy,then, must have as its dominantnovuman entity or
motifwhichexplicitlyviolatesstandardsof scientificpossibilityor empirical
fact. Thereis a formof time-travelstorywhichintrinsicallyviolatesreason,
science,andcommonsense,andwhichthereforequalifiesas sciencefantasy.
I referhere to the "time-loop"story (see Lem's "TimeTravel,"pp. 75ff.),
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in which an actantjourneysvia a time machineinto his own past,meets up
with himself at an earlierpoint in time, and suppliesthat formerself with
assistancebased on futuretechnologiesor futureevents, thus solving the
main conflict of the story. An extreme example is Heinlein's "All You
Zombies,"in which a travellerin time impregnateshimself and gives birth
to himself-the same actantis at once father,mother,and child. As Lem
points out, time-loopstoriesfrequentlyinvolve an act of creationex nihilo
and violate basic notions of cause-and-effectand before-and-after;these
narrativestructuresare "internallycontradictoryin a causal sense"("Time
Travel,"p. 76). Now althoughthese stories can be read allegorically(for
example,"All You Zombies"can be readas the literalizationof philosophical solipsismandthus as a parodyof thatnotion),the time-loopstorymore
frequentlydevolves into a kind of intellectualgame in which the fictionist
is free to play with logical contradictionand pseudo-logicalhypothesesor
to parodythe conventionsof SF itself. As Niven says ("Theoryand Practice," p. 366), this kind of story is a "formof fantasy superblysuited to
games of logic." And these "gamesof logic" serve cognitive ends to the
extentto whichthey call into questionepistemologicalassumptions,empirical givens, or literaryconventions.
Science, in its largestsense, consists not only in a set of naturallaws
and a set of proceduresbased on a certain epistemology, but also in a
respectfor empiricalgivens, in a faith in the inalterabilityof acceptedfact.
It follows that one can create science fantasyby deliberatelyreversingor
denyinga given historicalfact.9This is the case in "alternatehistory"science fantasies.In Pavane (1966) KeithRobertsimaginesan alternatetimestreamin which the SpanishArmadadefeatedthe English fleet in 1588,
resultingin a 1966 worlddominatedby a monolithicCatholicchurch.Tunnel ThroughtheDeeps by HarryHarrison(1972) is set in an alternatepresent
in which the United States are still colonies of GreatBritainbecause the
Americanslost the RevolutionaryWar. The most celebratedof alternate
presentfictions is Dick's The Man in the High Castle (1962). Dick imagines a 1960s' US which lost WorldWar II to the Axis powers and which
has been partitioned(a'la EastandWest Germany)into two rivalzones, the
West Coastunderthe comparativelybenignoccupationof the Japanese,the
East Coastunderthe brutaldominationof pathologicalGermans.Alternate
presentworldslike these necessarilycall into questionreceivednotionsof
historyandprogressand at the same time point out thatculturalvalues are
not absolute,thatthey arevery muchshapedby historicalforcesandevents.
They suggestthe degreeto whichourview of thingsis a functionof factors
out of our control.Moreover,readersare encouragedto comparethe alternate presentwith the actualpresentand see what the two worlds have in
common.Dick's novel, for example,suggeststhat,like the charactersin his
counterfactualpresent,we live in a worldin which "madmenare in power"
(MHC3:37), becausethose in powersee themselvesas agents,not victims,
of history, because they believe they are godlike. An alternatepresent
worldthen is science fantasybecauseit is createdby extrapolationfrom a
counterfactualpostulateinvolving the reversalof a given historicalfact.
The extrapolatedpresentof this "whatif" world,thoughentirelyimaginary,
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nonethelessmay addresssignificantthematicconcernsdealing with questions of history,progress,values,andassumptions.
If one way to createa science fantasyis to extrapolatefrom a reversal
of historicalfact, then a similarway wouldbe to postulatea deviationfrom
scientificfact and thus to envision a counterscientificworld.The fictionist
deliberatelyignores the currentstate of scientific knowledgeabouta phenomenonin orderto create a world that serves particularaestheticends.
Frequentlythis contraventionof scientific fact involves the planets of the
SolarSystem,like MarsandVenus.C.S. Lewis, for example,admitsthathe
put canalson Marsin his "SpaceTrilogy"despitethe knowledgethatsuch
canals were an "opticaldelusion"("On SF," p. 112). The stories in Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles (1950) all take place on a Mars populated

by the ghosts andartifactsof a noble race thatneverwas nor ever could be.
As EricRabkinpointsout, "bygiving Marsa breathableatmosphere...,Ray
Bradburyannouncesthathis workis not to be takenentirelyas science fiction-and held exclusively to that genre's aestheticcriteria-but ratheris
to be readat least in partas a kind of fairytale set in a realmmiraculously
hospitableto humanity"("TheRhetoricof Science in Fiction,"p. 25). A
deliberatecontraventionof this sortchangesthe genericidentityof the fiction, moves it in the directionof fantasy,and calls forth from its reader
slightly differentreadingprotocols.l1The inscriptionof counterscientific
worlds, these impossiblyhospitableplanets sometimesserve no apparent
cognitiveends; these fabulousworldsare theirown justification.As Lewis
says, "Nor need the strange worlds, when we get there, be at all strictly tied
to scientific probabilities. It is their wonder or beauty or suggestiveness that
matter[s]" ("On SF," pp. 11 1-12).
A final form of science fantasy involves the introduction of a counternatural entity into the system of actants, but, unlike in pure fantasy, in a
world grounded in both scientific discourse and scientific necessity. An actant is posited whose morphology, powers, or existence contravenes scientific possibility, but it appears in a world otherwise compatible with
scientific necessity and inscribed in a scientific discourse. Robert Silverberg's "Majipoor" trilogy (Lord Valentine's Castle [1981]; Majipoor
Chronicles [1982]; Valentine Pontifex [1983]), for example, recounts the
epic struggle for global power on a sprawling planet colonized and governed
for many centuries by humans sometime in the distant future. Although
these humans have forgotten much of the science bequeathed to them by an
earlier "golden age," their home planet Majipoor obeys the basic dictates of
an extrapolative or speculative SF world. The two native Majipoorian
species, however, the protean Metamorphs and the telepathic giant sea
dragons, are sets of counterscientific actants who "turn"the fiction toward
science fantasy. Similarly, in Anne McCaffery's "Dragonrider"series, the
readerencounters a fictional world which conflates SF and fantasy elements.
The dragons of Pern have the ability to breathe fire and to fly, but both
abilities are given scientific rationales. Even so, the image of fire-breathing
dragons in flight certainly recalls traditional fantasy, an impression that is
reinforced by the fact that the dragons possess other "magical" powers, like
precognition, telepathy, race memory, and time-travel. These fantasy ele-
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ments, however,are embeddedin a discoursepredicatedupon the validity
of the scientificmethodand scientificnecessity.In hybridizedscience fantasies like these (and those by Bradley,Moorcock,Antony,and Wolfe), it
is the tension between apparentlycontrastiveelements-magic/science,
supernatural/natural,
mysticism/empiricism-that structuresand informs
the themes and the plot. These fictions demonstratethat "manis not satisfied...withreasonand science. He desires myth and magic, and if they do
not exist, he will use science to createthem"(Attebery:241).
We can imagine a spectrumof "hybridizedworlds"-worlds whose
actantsand events combine scientific and fantasyelements-along which
we can locate the above examplesand otherproblematiccases. At the SF
end, we wouldfindDune, a novel whose fantasyelementsaresystematically
naturalizedandaccountedfor.1'At the otherend, we wouldfind those novels which approachpure fantasy, like Zelazny's "Amber"or Norton's
"Witchworld"series. At this end we would also find the fictions of E.R.
Burroughs,A. Merritt,andE.E. ("Doc")Smith,borderlinescience fantasies
which rely on "unbridled,swashbucklingfantasywhile retainingthe terminology of science fiction" (Attebery:237). Occupying the center of the
spectrumwould be a novel like Le Guin's Lathe of Heaven (1971), in
which the protagonistdiscoversthathis dreamshave the power to change
reality.This kind of power is extremelycounterscientific(so much so that
it cries out for metaphoricalandmetaliteraryreadings),but in the novel the
scientist Habergoes to some lengths to accountfor it in scientific terms
(see especiallychapter9).
We can also locate the other forms of science fantasy along such a
spectrum.At the SF end would be situatedthose alternatehistories,like
TheMan in the High Castle, which entailthe reversalof a single historical
fact. Towardsthe fantasy end we would find the alternatehistories like
RandallGarrett'sLordDarcystoriesof the Anglo-Frenchempire(collected
in Murder and Magic [1979] and Lord Darcy Investigates [1981]), in which

the reversalof historicalfact brings about an alternatepresent in which
magic is the operativescience. Lem's TheInvestigationwould be nearthe
center, on the SF side, whereas Lieber's Conjure Wife would be more
towardsthe fantasyend. Even with such a spectrumtherewould be problematiccases. I would argue,however,thatthe narrativediscoursecan, in
most cases, determinewhere on the spectrumthe work belongs. We must
examine the way in which the work presentsand accountsfor its fantasy
elements. If the discourserigorouslyand systematicallynaturalizesthose
elements, then the work approachesSF; if it does not, then the work
approachesfantasy.
The last category-hybridized science fantasy-is certainlythe "mainstream"of science fantasy and includes certainnovels that have eluded
typological definition. Sturgeon'sMore Than Human, for example, won
the InternationalFantasyAwardin 1954, but generallyis treatedas an SF
novel of the "GoldenAge." But SF "purists"have always been a little bit
uncomfortablewith the novel becauseof the way it bringstogethera group
of urchinsand strayswith extraordinary,
and counterscientific,psi-powers.
If we recognize,however,thatthese childrenarereallytransformedfantasy
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actants inserted into the prosaic and ordinary world of postwar America,
then we see that Sturgeon was writing science fantasy, at a time when
"hard"SF was generally the rule.
Joanna Russ has said of fantasy that it "very often imitates the structure
of the pastoral; one escapes from the familiar into the strange or fantastic
only to returnto the familiar at the end of the story" (p. 55). Science fantasy
frequently appropriatesthe same structure.A representative of the world of
science, of rationality and empiricism, journeys forth to encounter the
world of fantasy, mysteries beyond science's purview, the kind of phenomena which A. Merritt prefigures in the opening paragraphs of The Metal
Monster (1920):
In this greatcruciblewe call the world-in the vasterone we call the universe-the mysterieslie close packed,unaccountableas the grainsof sandon
ocean's [sic] shores. They threadgigantic, the star-flungspaces; they creep,
atomic, beneaththe microscope'speering eye. They walk beside us, unseen
and unheard,calling out to us, askingwhy we are deaf to theircrying,blindto
theirwonder.
Sometimesthe veils drop from a man's eyes, and he sees-and speaksof
his vision. (1:I 1)
The central action of such novels involves a struggle between the world of
science and that of fantasy, sometimes an armed conflict or physical agony
but certainly a struggle to comprehend, to explain, to understand, for a
belief in the possibility of understanding lies at the heart of the scientific
enterprise: "All of [these mysteries] I was certain lay in the domain of the
explicable, could be resolved into normality once the basic facts were
gained" (Merritt 6:48). The protagonist may indeed be able to put some sort
of scientific gloss upon the phenomena he witnesses, but he returns to the
normal world chastened, more credulous, wiser:
But to me-to each of us four who saw those phenomena-their lesson
remains,ineradicable;giving new strengthand purposeto us, teachingus a
new humility.
For in thatvast crucibleof life of which we are so small a part,whatother
shapesmay even now be risingto submergeus?
In that vast reservoirof force that is the mystery-filledinfinite through
which we roll, what other shadowsmay be speedingupon us? Who knows?
(Merritt31:203)12
This encounter/returnpattern is used in a number of science fantasies. In
Merritt's The Metal Monster, botanist Walter Goodwin confronts the
counternaturalmetal being and its quasi-human child Norhala in the remote
regions of the Himalayas. In Elgin's Yonder Comes the Other End of Time
(1986), Tri-Galactic Federation agent Coyote Jones, an advocate of
"psience," meets and is defeated by the magical world of Ozark. In C.S.
Lewis's Out of the Silent Planet (1938), Ransom, Devine, and Weston discover that Sol's fourth planet is not Mars, a world to be exploited, but
Malacandra, a world presided over by Oyarsa, a powerful spiritual being.
In Lindsay's A Voyage to Arcturus (1920), the adventurerMaskull is drawn
into a journey from drawing-room London to the protean and fabulous
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planet of Tormance, a world tied into spiritual and metaphysical realities.
In each case the scientific mentality or approach is shown to be limited and
is put in its place.
It is also interesting to note that many hybridized science-fantasy novels
adhere to the traditional Romance archetype, perhaps because of the natural
affinity between their respective worlds. For one thing, the fantasy actants
of hybridized science fantasy presuppose a "world elsewhere," a marvelous
or exotic topos in which one or more constraints of empirical reality or scientific necessity are suspended. In this world, the protagonist is endowed
with certain counternatural powers or attributes, which give his or her
adventures a larger-than-life quality. And those adventures frequently
involve some sort of quest, either for a clearly defined object of desire or
for the restoration of a shattered equilibrium. Most important, the recourse
to fantasy allows the fictionist to stage the story in a universe invested with
value, as opposed to the value-neutral universe of SF. C.S. Lewis depicts
this movement from one universe to another when Ransom, aboard the
spaceship, experiences the conversion of "Space" into "the heavens":
But Ransom,as time wore on, becameawareof anotherand more spiritual
cause for his progressivelighteningandexultationof heart.A nightmare,long
engenderedin the modem mindby the mythologythatfollows in the wake of
science, was falling off him. He had readof 'Space': at the back of his thinking for years had lurkedthe dismal fancy of the black, cold vacuity,the utter
deadness,which was supposedto separatethe worlds.He had not knownhow
muchit affectedhim till now-now thatthe very name 'Space' seemeda blasphemouslibel for this empyreanocean of radiancein which they swam. He
could not call it 'dead'; he felt life pouringinto him from it every moment.
How indeed shouldit be otherwise,since out of this ocean the worldsand all
their life had come? He had thoughtit barren:he saw now that it was the
womb of worlds,...No:Space was the wrong name. Olderthinkershad been
wiser whenthey namedit simplythe heavens.(SilentPlanet 5:32)
It is this conversion of "Space" into "the heavens" which signals the movement from SF to science fantasy, from a phenomenal universe to a noumenal
one. Like fantasy, science fantasy is free to invest its actants and motifs
with a power or a pattern that is lacking in the purely phenomenal world of
the senses and the value-neutraluniverse of SF. One critic has noted that "at
the core of all romance forms appears to be a Manichaean vision of the universe as a struggle between good and bad magic" (Rose: 9).13 Fantasy, a
subset of romance, frequently appropriatesboth the realm of magic and the
Manichaean axis informing that realm. Indeed, Le Guin argues that "most
great fantasies contain a very strong, striking moral dialectic, often expressed
as a struggle between the Darkness and the Light" (Language of the Night,
p. 65). One critic, in fact, suggests that this ethical or moral dimension is
critical for fantasy, that the genre is based on a faith in some kind of supernatural moral order, an order which "is important not because it offers
excitement and fun and escape, but because it provides laws and moral values" (Wagoner: 26). Hybridized science fantasy frequently borrows from
fantasy its ethical frameworks, its distinctions between good and bad
magic. These distinctions are not always clear (one thinks here of Wolfe's
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The Book of the New Sun [1982]),14 but they can be made. In such fictions,
the outcome is seldom really in doubt; at the end, the goal is secured, the
forces of evil defeated or thwarted, order restored. Because of their formal
shapeliness (a function of the Romance archetype), their Manichaean ethical
axis, and their adherence to "poetic justice," these fictions satisfy sublimative needs; they speak to our desires and dreams. As Gene Wolfe says, they
achieve the "spirit of fantasy," revealing the "mystery of things" (pp. 22,
23).
The problematics of hybridized science-fantasy worlds reveal to some
extent what an unstable, dynamic, and polymorphic form science fantasy is.
Questions of historical context, the current state of knowledge, discursive
strategies, and dominant features must all be taken into account in identifying this elusive (not to say illusive) subgenre.
Why go to all that trouble? One might answer quite simply that it is
important to be able to name a distinction which exists, that the possibility
of making distinctions lies at the heart of genre theory. Or one might be
more pragmatic than dogmatic, pointing out the use-value of such a distinction. In terms of literary history, this distinction enables us to locate certain
problematic literary texts, to identify Poe's The Narrative of Arthur Gordon
Pym (1838) and Verne's Journey to the Center of the Earth (1864) as science fantasies within the contexts of their respective cultural grapholects. It
also enables us to name certain trends in contemporary fantasy and science
fiction-namely, the movement from SF to science fantasy by writers like
Silverberg, Moorcock, Anthony, and others. But still the question might be
asked, "What's in a name?" Granted that science fantasy is a valid and
thriving narrative form, why go to some lengths to define and particularize
it? Why? Because distinctions become very important when different narrative genres mobilize different reading protocols; so that to name a type is to
know how to read. At least one critic argues that fantasy and SF are "natural
enemies" in terms of reading strategies:
Two kinds of art [fantasyand science fiction] instructus to respondwith two
differentpartsof ourselves,the emotionaland the rational,and each kind sees
respondingto the alien with the otherside of the self to be counterproductive.
And the statusof objectsin the two universesis correspondinglydifferent.In
'fantasy,'objectshave primarilyfigurativestatus,whereasin 'science fiction,'
the thingis a thing,a literalobject.And again,each genrepresentsthe alternative as a fundamentalerror:in 'fantasy,' people have to be taughtthat the
objectis an externalizationof theirinternalreality-it is, in short,a metaphor
-whereas, in 'science fiction,' to see the object as a projectionof the self is
akinto madness.(Rawlins:165)
Several pages later, the critic summarizes as follows: "In fantasy, reason
cuts us off from the instinctive wisdom of the irrational. In science fiction,
reason liberates us from the narrowness of our humanity" (Rawlins: 168).
The distinctions Rawlins is making between SF and fantasy as regards reason and emotion, intemal and external reality, literal and figurative status
of objects, are too absolute and simplistic, but the notion that the genres
call for different reading strategies is a good one. Fantasy deals with the
unreal,'5 SF with the unknown; this basic difference naturally affects the
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ways in which these genres are recuperated or naturalized. And science
fantasy, located as it is at the intersection of these two genres, is uniquely
situated to speak to both our heads and our hearts, to provide both cognitive
and sublimative satisfactions. The fact that science fantasy is grounded in
the discourse of scientific necessity and adheres to the scientific method
guarantees that its worlds will have an internal consistency or logical explicability that is intellectually satisfying. But the contravention of natural law
or empirical fact that defines the genre makes possible the introduction of
actants, motifs, and topoi which play upon a wide range of human emotional
needs while at the same time suspending the mimetic contract and its attendant responsibilities. C.S. Lewis argues that therein lies the fascination of
science fantasy:
The last sub-species of science fiction [by which he intends what we have
termedscience fantasy]representssimplyan imaginativeimpulseas old as the
humanraceworkingunderthe specialconditionsof ourown time. It is not difficult to see why those who wish to visit strangeregions in search of such
beauty,awe, or terroras the actualworld does not supply have increasingly
been drivento otherplanetsor otherstars.("OnSF,"pp. 110-11)
Like "magic realism," another narrative species enjoying a burgeoning
interest, science fantasy is an oxymoronic form. In the counternatural
worlds of science fantasy, the imaginary and the actual, the magical and the
prosaic, the mythical and the scientific, meet and interanimate. In so doing,
these worlds inspire us with new sensations and experiences, with "such
beauty, awe, or terroras the actual world does not supply," with the stuff of
desires, dreams, and dread.
But perhaps the most important reason for identifying science fantasy
is that because it mobilizes different reading protocols, it tends to circumscribe an area of thematic concern differont from the thematics of either
fantasy or SF. The cognitive dimensions of science fantasy are fuzzy and
problematic, in part because the genre can take on very different forms and
pose a wide variety of questions, in part because it approaches its thematic
fields obliquely and in an exploratory way. But let me suggest the following
general concems. By reversing naturallaw or empirical fact, science fantasy
questions their absoluteness and givenness; by asserting the primacy of an
invented and counternaturalworld, it questions the nature of reality; by taking on the principles and conventions and facts which we take for granted,
it tends to broach ultimate philosophical questions having to do with metaphysics, theology, cosmology, ontology, meta-theory (both scientific and
literary), and mythopoeia. But most of all, because it stands poised between
two opposing ways of conceiving the world, it addresses itself to the question of epistemology. As one critic says,
the intrusionof the fantasticinto whatappearsa science fiction text or a naturalistictext often simplyaltersthe functionof the fantasticmaterial.Insteadof
being encouragedto think about questions of psychology and morality,the
readeris being encouragedto considermattersof epistemology:how do we
know whatwe thinkwe know is accurate?It is the functionof epistemologyto
relateany debateaboutthe 'real' and the 'unreal'to the relationshipbetween
the knownandthe unknown.(Ketterer:133)
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In simplisticterms,SF deals with the knownandthe unknown,fantasywith
the real and unreal.Science fantasythen mediatesthese two philosophical
It exploresthe assumptionsof SF
axes andexplorestheirinterrelationships.
by interrogating"science" in its broadest sense-i.e., systematic and
methodicalways of apprehending,comprehending,and appropriatingthe
physicalworld.16It exploresfantasyby calling into questionthe impossibility and unrealityof the spectralhorrorsand beautifuldesiresthathauntthe
value-laden worlds of our dreams. If "the real crux of the difference
between fantasyand science fiction lies in the writer'sattemptto present
his ideas within the context of new assumptionsaboutthe way the world
works"(Waggoner:19), thenthe mixed genreof sciencefantasyis perfectly
situatedto interrogatethose very assumptions.And it does.
It may well be thatwithinthe scientificcommunitythose assumptions
are in the midst of a radicalchangebecauseof recentdevelopmentsin science itself.PrigogineandStengersargue,in OrderOutof Chaos:Man'sNew
Dialogue with Nature (1984), that a post-modemscience is in the process
of emerging,a science based on a new alliancebetweenhumanityand the
world. The new alliancelinks humanityto a naturalworld reconceivedas
perpetuallychanging,incrediblydiverse, inexhaustiblyinventive, one "in
which reversibilityand randomnessare the rules" (p. 8). The attemptof
"modemscience"to masterthe world,a worldof fixed andimmutablelaws,
of the world,"in which
has given way to a post-modem"re-enchantment
humanityrediscoversa respectfor nature'smystery.Because naturalprocesses involvecomplex,rapidlyevolvingsystemswhicharehighlysensitive
to the minutestfluctuations,the smallest changes can make a difference,
and "individualactivity is not doomed to insignificance"(p. 313). This
leads PrigogineandStengersto concludethat"we can no longeracceptthe
old a priori distinctionbetween scientific and ethical values"(p. 312). If
they areright,thenit seems probablethatthis redefinitionof natureandour
relationto it, this re-enchantment,
will producea culturalclimatein which
counterscientificformslike science fantasywill flourish.In the long run,of
course,it may tum out thatthese narrativesare no longercounterscientific,
in whichcase we will have to resumethe processof naming.
NOTES
1. Attemptsto define science fantasyhave been relativelyfew in number.The
most substantialof them is BrianAttebery'scontributionto the Dictionaryof Literary Biography. He sees science fantasy as a hybrid category composed of
anomalouscases which don't quite fit into the "two well-definedgenres, science
fiction and fantasy"(p. 236). His definitionproceedsby examiningthose anomalous cases. GaryWolfe's entryin his SF&Fglossaryadmitsthatthe termis "rather
imprecise,"but refersto it as a genre"in which devices of fantasyare employedin
a 'science fictional' context"(CriticalTerms,p. 107). The science-fantasyauthor
Gene Wolfe says that"a science fantasystoryis one in which the meansof science
areusedto achievethe spiritof fantasy"(p. 22). The definitionclosestto the one presentedin this essay is David Allen's: "Underthis headingwould go those stories
which, assumingan orderlyuniversewith regularand discoverablenaturallaws,
proposethat the naturallaws are differentfrom those we derive from our current
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sciences"(p. 7). I have, in this essay, triedto build on these and otherinsightsin a
rigorous,systematic,andcomprehensiveway.
2. ThomasD. Claresongives the following exampleof whatcan happenwhen
one locates the uniquenessof SF at the level of plot: "The protagonist,an alien
creature,invadesand strugglesto surviveamid a hostile society which dominates
the planet-as in The InvisibleMan by Ralph Ellison." As Claresonpoints out,
"thesame old storycan be told in a numberof ways"(pp. 2, 3). DarkoSuvin, the
foremosttheoreticianof SF, also locates the uniquenessof the genre in its world:
SF "shouldbe defined as a fictional tale determinedby the hegemonic literary
device of a locus and/or dramatis personae that...are radically or at least significantly different from the empirical times, places, and characters of 'mimetic' or

'naturalist'fiction" (p. viii). It is SF's "representational
discontinuity"(Scholes:
62) whichdistinguishesthe genre,gives it its genericstamp.This granted,it should
be addedthat the inventedworld of an SF text necessarilyinteractswith its story,
generatingand channellingits complications,confrontations,and resolutions.The
world has precedence,primacy,and priority;but once the world is postulated,an
ongoingdynamicis set up betweenworldandstory.
3. For an extendeddiscussionof SF's worlds, see Malmgren,"WorldsApart:
A Theoryof ScienceFiction."
4. GaryWolfe arguesthatthe "criterionof the impossible...mayindeedbe the
firstprinciplegenerallyagreeduponfor the studyof fantasy"("Encounter,"
pp. 12). Irwindefines fantasyas "a storybased on and controlledby an overtviolation
of whatis generallyacceptedas possibility;it is the narrativeresultof transforming
the conditioncontraryto fact into 'fact' itself' (p. 4). Delany identifiesthe level of
subjunctivity for fantasy as "could not have happened" ("About 5,175 Words," p.

141). Russ elaborateson this notion as follows: "Fantasy...embodies
a 'negative
subjunctivity'-that is, fantasyis fantasybecauseit contravenesthe real and violates it....In Delany's words, fantasyis what could not have happened;i.e., what
cannothappen,whatcannotexist....Fantasyviolatesthe real,contravenesit, denies
it, andinsistson this denialthroughout"
(p. 52).
5. The analysiswhich follows perhapssuggestsa diachronicprocess;i.e., that
first fantasyand SF existed as recognizableand distinctgenres,and then someone
came along and (deliberately?)combined features from each genre, creating a
hybridform.This is the way thatGene Wolfe definesthe genre.I mustemphasize
that I am describinga synchronicsystem in which at a momentin time, science
fantasycan be situatedat a point of intersectionbetweenthe two genres.The fact
thatfictions by Poe, Veme, E.R. Burroughs,and A. Merrittcan best be identified
as science fantasiesatteststo the genre'shistoricalpedigree.
6. Heinleinsimilarlytriesto rationalizemagic in two novellasof his, "Waldo"
(1940) and"Magic,Inc."(1942). In "Waldo,"see especiallypp. 76ff. and 86ff. for
Heinlein'sattemptto "scientize"magic.
7. Philmuspoints out that Sciss's statisticaland "probabilisticapproach"is,
like Gregory'sHolmesianapproach,also presentedas problematicin the novel, in
partbecause"anynumberof variablesmightyield the sortof correlationhe posits
between the disappearancesin Norfolk and the (low) incidenceof cancerin that
region"(p. 195).
8. Cf. Attebery:"Such seeminglymagical concepts as time-travel,telepathy,
teleportation,precognition,andimmortalityareallowable[in SF] becausethey can
be made to sound scientific. So many authorshave proposedscientific rationales
for such phenomena-warps in the space-timefabric, thought-waveamplifiers,
anti-agathicdrugs-that we now tend to acceptthem withoutsecondthoughtas a
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valid partof scientificextrapolation.They are conventions,which like faster-thanlight travel, open up the possibilitiesof the genre without seriouslyviolating its
rationalbasis"(p. 236).
9. Cf. Amis: "sciencefiction...maintainsa respectfor fact or presumptivefact,
fantasymakesa pointof floutingthese"(p. 22).
10. Delany elaborateson the notion of readingprotocolsin "GenericProtocols: ScienceFictionandMundane."
1. Dune is an interestingcase in point.I wouldarguethatit is situatedon the
borderbetweenSF and science fantasy.I would use as evidence here the training
of the protagonistPaul Atreides, which combines the magical witchcraftof the
Bene Gesseritwith the mathematicalwizardryof the Mentats;the nature,size, and
powers of the sand worms; and the parapsychologicalpowers attributedto the
mainactants(Paul,his sister,his mother,the Bene Gesserit,and the SpaceGuild).
Althoughthese powers are scientificallygrounded,they are investedin the novel
with a mysticalor supernatural
dimensionthatnudgesthe novel in the directionof
science fantasy.In fact, the novel itself is built aroundsets of oppositions(science
vs. religion, ecological science vs. mysticism) which may be loosely gathered
within the science/fantasypolarity. It might be argued that Dune's popularity,
which foreshadowsthat which science fantasyenjoys today, was a functionof the
way in whichit balancedscience andmagic withinan SF format.
12. It is this anti-cognitiveaspectof some science fantasywhichis responsible
for Suvin's attackupon it. Suvin calls it a "misshapengenre,"which dispenses
with plausibility capriciously and "rejects cognitive logic" (p. 68). Although
Suvin's objectionsdo obtainfor some science fantasy(especially space opera),I
hope to show that he underestimatesor passes over the cognitive possibilitiesof
science fantasyin general.
13. SF, however,wouldbe a Romanceformrejectingsuchan ethical/noumenal
framework.Suvin distinguishesbetween two value-oriented"estrangedliterary
forms:"theirworldis
genres,"namely"fantasyandfolktale,"both"anti-cognitive"
activelyorientedtowardthe hero.The folktale...worldis orientedpositivelytoward
its protagonist;a folktale is defined by the hero's triumph:magic weapons and
at his beck andcall. Inversely,
helpersare, with the necessarynarrativeretardations,
the fantasyworldis orientednegativelytowardits protagonist;a fantasyis defined
by the hero's horriblehelplessness....Thusin the folktale and the fantasy,ethics
coincides with physics-positive (hero-furthering)
in the first case, and [negative]
(hero-denying)in the second"(p. 19). Most criticsconsiderSuvin's "folktale"(the
positively orientedworld; cf. Tolkein's Ferie) a subset of fantasy. Like Suvin,
RosemaryJackson tends to belittle positively-orientedfantasies; she considers
them conservative, reactionary,and regressive because "they go along with a
desire to cease 'to be,' a longing to transcendthe human"(p. 156). Unlike Suvin,
however,she sees real value in negativelyorientedfantasy,"post-Romantic
fantasy
(as opposedto faery)"(p. 81), a subversiveliteratureof the 19thand20th centuries,
in which supernatural
or demonicmotifs have been internalizedandpartiallynaturalized.This "secular"fantasyinterrogatesthe categoryof the "real"and blursthe
boundariesbetweengood and evil, "the easy polarizationof good and evil which
hadoperatedin tales of supernaturalism
andmagic"(p. 56). Thoughmodemfantasy
may problematizethe moraldialect,the categoriesof good andevil to some extent
inherein fantasy,definedas it is by the notionsof unreality,supemature,and Otherness. Cf. Jameson:"Yet surely, in the shrinkingworld of the presentday,...it
oughtto be less difficultto understandto whatdegreethe conceptof good andevil
is a positionalone thatcoincideswith categoriesof Otherness"(pp. 114-15).
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14. TheBook of the New Sun is, in manyways, an exemplaryand all-inclusive
science fantasy. For one thing, it incorporatesan exhaustive array of fantasy
actantsand motifs-a feudal, "swordand sorcery"settingupon a fallen "Urth"of
the far-distantfuture,witches and sorcerers,ape-men,vampirebats, supernatural
water behemoths, fire creatures, mysterious "cacogens," the resurrection of
corpses,mirrorsthatteleportcreatures,anda magicaljewel thatheals andprotects.
But these phenomenaare all, sooner or later, given a scientific gloss or an S-F
explanation(the "cacogens,"for example,tum out to be beneficent,but misunderAnd yet, despitethe interpolatedglosses andthe scientific
stood, extraterrestrials).
incrementthat is unaccounted
terminology,there remainsa fantasy/supernatural
for, an auraof mystery,an elementof the "uncanny"(the protagonist'sword).The
tetralogyparadesthe basic themes of science fantasy-religion vs. science and
theircommonbasis in faith;the naturaland the supernatural;
the mysterybeneath
the commonplace;the dangerof two-value systems; the relationof imagination
and reality; the problematicgrounds of knowledge-but it mediates its many
polarities without resolving them, leaving certainmysteries intact and enigmas
unsolved.The Book of the New Sun meritsclose and rigorousstudy,which I will
undertakeelsewhere.
15. Cf. Jackson:"[Fantasy's]introductionof the 'unreal'is set againstthe category of the 'real'-a categorywhich the fantasticinterrogatesby its difference"
(p. 4); and "[fantasy] enters a dialogue with the 'real' and incorporates that dialogue as part of its essential structure" (p. 36; itals. in original).

16. For a playfulexaminationof the scientificmethod,see StanleySchmidt's
science fantasy, Newton and the Quasi-Apple (1975).
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RESUME
Carl Malmgren.Vers une deifnitionde la fantaisie scientiflque.-La science-fiction et lafantaisie ont un lieu de rencontre,lafantaisie scientifique.II s'agit d'une
forme narrativeinstable qui combinedes caracte'ristiquesdes deux genres. Les
personnages,ou les de'corsou les e've'nements
du mondede lafantaisie scientifique
comportentau moins une violationevidented'une loi de la natureou d'une contrainte scientifiquetout en fournissant clairementune explicaitonstructureeou
scientifiquede cette memeviolationet en basantson discourssur une episte'me'
scientifique.La fantaisie scientifique,comme la science-fiction,pre'senteun univers
ordonne'dote de lois communes,mais tout comme la fantaisie, elle contientau
moinsune inversionexplicited'une loi naturelleadmise.Nous pouvonse'tablirles
frontiereset les pre'occupations
thematiquesde cetteforme narrativeen examinant
deux re'citsde science fantaisie: 1'e'critde Fritz Leiber, ConjureWife (1953) et
celui de StanislawLem,The Investigation.C'est a partir de 1'essencede la violation de la loi naturelleque nouspouvonsdistinguerdiffirrents
typesde sciencefantaisie. Les quatrestypes impliquent:la boucle du temps;les mondessuccessifsau
present;le mondeanti-scientifiqueet le mondehybride'.En tantque sous-genre,la
fantaisie scientifique interroge la science en doutant des connaissances scientifiquesde base concernantle monde re'el.Par la me^me
occasion, elle scrute la
fantaisie en interrogeantl'illusion des terreurset des de'sirsqui hantentle monde
oniriquesi riche en valeurs.Lafantaisie scientifiqueest de plus en plus populaire,
tout comme le <<re'alismemagique>>auquel elle s'apparente par certains cot s.

Cette popularite's'explique car, d'une certainefa~on, dans ces mondes contre
nature, le re'elet l'imaginaire, le prosaique et le magique, le scientifiqueet le
mythiquepeuventse rencontreret s'influenceret egalementparce qlueces mondes
nous procurent*<unetelle beaute',une telle surpriseou une telle terreurabsentes
du mondere'el>>
(C.S.Lewis).(CM)
Abstract.-SF andfantasyhavea locus of intersection,sciencefantasy.an unstable
narrativeform which combinesfeaturesfrom each genre.A science-fantasyworld
is one in which the charactersor settingsor eventspresupposeat least one clear
violation of natural law or scientific necessity, but which explicitlyprovides an
organizedor scientific explanationfor that violation and which grounds its discourse in a scientific episteme.Sciencefantasy, like SF, assumesan orderlyuniverse with regularlaws, but, likefantasy, containsat least one explicitreversalof
currentnatural law. An examinationof two science-fantasytexts, Fritz Leiber's
ConjureWife (1953) and StanislawLem's The Investigation(1959), enables us to
establishthe boundariesand thematicconcernsof this narrativeform. Thetypesof
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science fantasy can be identified by the nature of the violation of natural law. Four
main types involve the time-loop motif, the alternate-present world, the counterscientific world, and the hybridized world. As a subgenre, science fantasy tends to
interrogate science by calling into question basic scientific assumptions about the
physical world. At the same time it explores fantasy by questioning the unreality of
the terrors and desires that haunt the value-laden world of dreams. Like "magic
realism," with which it shares some features, science fantasy is experiencing a
growing popularity, in part because in its counternatural worlds, the actual and
the imaginary, the prosaic and the magical, the scientific and the mythical, can
meet and interanimate, in part because these worlds provide us with "such beauty,
awe, or terror as the actual world does not supply" (C.S. Lewis). (CM)

